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Mankind the Story of all of Us: Warriors 
Warriors- Breaking Point  

1. What Germanic tribe invades Rome in 455 CE? 

 

2. What fraction of the world’s population was ruled by Rome when it collapsed? 

 

3. Would you describe the invasion and collapse of Rome as peaceful or violent?  Why? 

 

4. What is ironic about the Vandals who invade Europe? 

 

 

5. Explain why the leader of the Vandals would want the empress of Rome more than he would want gold?  

 

6. What happens to the land controlled by the Romans as the government weakens and collapses? 

 

 

7. What era of time begins in Europe after the fall of Rome?  Describe several ways that Europeans move backwards in learning and technology? 

 

Warriors- Gold Rush 

 

8. What new religion is founded in the Arabian dessert? 

 

9. What natural resource makes Arab Muslims extremely wealthy? 

 

10. What did the Muslim Arabs use the gold for? 

 

 

11. Name some of the places overtaken by the new Muslim empires.  What major Islamic city formed in Spain? 

 

12. Name some of the technological innovations developed by Muslims. 

 

13. Who helped science and learning re-emerge in Europe during the Dark Ages? 

 

14. What people group do the Muslims trade with in Russia? 

 

15. What product are the Vikings famous for trading with? 

 

Warriors- Angel of Death 

 

16. What is the Viking term for “heaven” or the afterlife? 

 

17. What is the key to Viking exploration?  Describe some of their characteristics. 

 

18. Name some of the places the Vikings settled/colonized. 

 

19. How many years before Columbus, were the Vikings in discovering the Americas? 

 

20. After converting to Christianity, what do the Viking military men call themselves? 

 

Warriors- Easter Island 

 

21. Describe the technology of the Polynesians.   

 

22. What is one reason given for why the Polynesians migrated to Easter Island? 

 

23. For what purpose are most famous monuments in history created? 

 

Warriors- Passport to Heaven 
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24. The crusades were a Holy War fought between what 2 religious groups? 

 

25. Why is Jerusalem important to Jews?  To Christians? To Muslims? 

 

 

26. What does the pope assure that a knight will earn by participating in the Crusades? 

 


